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Abstract: Target tracking is the predominant application of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) which are used in security and military environments. The 
initial step in any WSN based application is Node deployment and localization. Random deployment used by many WSN, leads to coverage hole 
problem which will cause a greater performance drop. Localization is the process by which the location of the sensor nodes is estimated relative to the 
position of anchor nodes. These anchor nodes are deployed with predetermined positions. Based on various distance measures localization can be 
considered as   unconstrained optimization problem. In this work, a target tracking framework is proposed with hybrid node deployment and evolutionary 
algorithm-based node localization. For node deployment the Adaptive Virtual Force algorithm (AVFA) and for node localization, the adaptive micro-
genetic algorithm (AMGA) is proposed.  During node deployment, the static nodes are deployed randomly, the area coverage and coverage hole are 
calculated, and if coverage hole exits then the mobile nodes are deployed for patching the coverage hole using AVFA. Finally, the complete target 
tracking framework is described and the overall system is simulated. The result of each stage is described and it is compared with the existing well-
known algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent evolutionary developments in the area of wireless 
communication technology and microelectronics enable the 
use of low-cost sensor nodes in variety of applications. This 
low-power, multi-function, tiny wireless sensor nodes 
consist of sensing units, processing units, transceiver units 
and power units.  Usually the sensor nodes perform a 
distributed operation as a network, hundreds or even 
thousands of wireless sensor nodes deployed in particular 
area which constitutes a wireless sensor network (WSN). 
The sensor nodes in WSN gather the intended information 
by their internal sensing units from the monitoring region, 
perform simple processing in the processing unit and 
transfer the information to the sink or base station through 
the interconnected wireless communication network. WSNs 
have widespread application such as environmental 
monitoring, security systems, inventory management, 
disaster recovery, object tracking and intrusion detection 
and so on [1]. The overall operation of a target tracking 
application can be divided in to six different stages.1. Node 
deployment, 2. Node localization, 3. Network organization, 
4. Target prediction, 5. Target localization and 6. Data 
reporting. Node deployment refers to the placement of 
sensor node and sink in the monitoring area. Node 
deployment must satisfy two important requirements: they 

are coverage and connectivity. Coverage is usually defined 
as a measure of how well the sensors are able to observe 
the physical environment.  Each sensor has a sensing 
range (Rs); within this range the sensors are able to detect 
the target. Usually the nodes are deployed randomly in the 
monitoring area because most applications are deployed in 
the remote area where structured deployment is not 
feasible. The random deployment lets some area in the 
monitoring area left uncovered; this uncovered area is 
called coverage hole. This paper proposes an efficient 
algorithm for finding area coverage and identifies the holes 
in the monitoring area and the holes are removed by mobile 
nodes. Node localization is the process of finding the 
location of randomly deployed sensor network. Many 
applications of WSN require their sensors nodes have to 
know their geo-graphical locations for the efficient 
processing. Theoretically, Global Positioning System (GPS) 
can be used for a sensor to know their location. In reality, it 
is impossible to use GPS in every sensor node because the 
sensor network consists of hundreds or even thousands of 
nodes and becomes very costly to deploy the nodes [2]. To 
solve this problem and minimize the cost of deployment, 
many localization methods have been proposed by the 
researchers. In the localization algorithms, instead of 
having GPS in all the nodes, the location of the nodes is 
calculated by using the location of anchor nodes. All 
localization methods assume only a few nodes (≥ 3) are 
equipped with GPS hardware. These nodes are called 
anchor nodes and they know their positions without 
communicating with other nodes. Other normal sensors 
then derive their positions based on the distance from 
anchor node. A good localization protocol should reduce 
the error in position estimation with minimum control 
messages. Our AMGA algorithm for localization consists of 
descend-based mutation operation and crossover operators 
for finding the location of the sensor node. The AMGA 
algorithm trying to improve objective values of individual 
chromosomes with each chromosome denotes the 
estimated location of the current node. Network 
organization refers to arrangements of sensor nodes within 
the monitoring area. The sensor nodes can be organized as 
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any of the following three organizations: 1. flat structure 
2.mesh structure 3.hierarchal structure [3]. The decision of 
the organization depends on the underlying data collection 
protocol. The proposed framework organized the nodes in 
clustered structure of hierarchal organization. Target 
prediction is used to predict the next location of the target or 
path of the moving target. In prediction based methods the 
next location of moving object is predicted. Then, during 
each defined time step, only few nodes near the predicted 
location are activated and other nodes stay in sleep mode 
as energy save state. In the proposed framework the Low 
Power Prediction mechanism is used to predict the exact 
location of object. Along with the prediction the target 
localization is also preformed.  Exact location the target 
which is calculated based on the location of the nearby 
nodes. The difference between predicted location and the 
calculated location is called prediction error. The proposed 
framework reduces the prediction error. The data report is 
the important task of the target monitoring the reporting the 
location of the target to the user through the sink node. The 
proposed framework makes use of cluster head to transmit 
data to the sink. The hybrid clustering protocol is used in 
this framework which enhances the lifetime of the network. 

 
2. EXISTING WORKS 
Coverage hole is important parameter which the affects the 
performance of the network. The random deployment of 
exact amount sensor nodes always leads to coverage hole 
which can be overcome by hybrid WSN. The Hybrid WSNs 
consist of both stationary and mobile nodes. Mobile nodes 
help in healing the coverage holes created by stationary 
nodes. A distributed bidding protocol for detecting coverage 
holes in hybrid sensor networks is proposed in [5]. Mobile 
nodes act as hole healing server with certain base price 
initially set to zero. During advertisement phase, mobile 
sensors broadcast their locations and base price. In bidding 
phase, static sensors use the Voronoi cell to detect 
coverage holes locally. This Algorithm does not grantee the 
full coverage.In [6], Co–Fi protocol was proposed, that uses 
mobile sensors to repair the coverage hole resulting from 
the energy depletion in a deployed sensor network. The 
authors of [7] proposed mobility assisted probabilistic 
coverage(MAPC) protocol. MAPC is a distributed protocol 
that operates in three distinct phases. The first phase 
identifies the boundary nodes using the geometric right-
hand rule. Next, the static nodes calculate the area 
coverage and identify coverage holes using a novel 
probabilistic coverage algorithm (PCA). A triangular 
oriented diagram to detect a hole was presented in [8]. The 
authors connected the center of three adjacent sensors to 
produce triangle and further presented various possibilities 
of occurrence of holes and then calculated the area which 
is not covered by any of them. This uncovered area is 
coverage hole. To patch the coverage hole, a mobile node 
is moved to in-center or circum-center depending on 
whether hole area is more or less than sensing region, 
respectively. The authors of [9] proposed a hole detection 
and healing algorithm which is based on particle swarm 
optimization with dynamic clonal selection to optimize 
wireless sensor networks coverage, but this algorithm 

convergence is very slowly. In[10] the authors proved that, 
to achieve optimal coverage, an efficient algorithm should 
be employed to find the best positions of the additional 
mobile nodes. The authors use the genetic algorithm that 
searches for an optimal or near optimal solution to the 
coverage holes problem. But the author does not present 
the algorithm for determining the required number of 
additional sensor.  Earlier works on node 
localization can be classified under four different categories:  
1. multidimensional scaling [11], [12], [13], 2. Triangulation 
[14], 3. Multilateration [15], and 4. Optimization [16]. These 
techniques focus on improving the accuracy of estimated 
position by using different mathematical techniques but 
these techniques does not consider the accuracy of the 
anchor position. The authors of [17] selected a subset of 
anchor nodes rather than all anchor nodes and proved the 
wisely selected subset of anchor nodes can improve the 
accuracy of a localization algorithm when applying the Ad-
hoc Positioning System (APS). A distributed localization 
algorithm for anisotropic sensor networks was proposed in 
[18] which estimate node positions hop-by-hop. Many 
researchers modeled the localization problem as 
unconstrained optimization problems. A large number of 
nature inspired algorithms such as Ant Colony, Bee Colony, 
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) or particle swarm intelligence 
Algorithm (PSO) have been successfully applied to 
localization algorithm. But they take large number of 
iteration to get optimized solution. Therefore, in this paper, 
we enhance the APS technique using genetic algorithm. 
We proposed relatively smaller population size based 
adaptive micro-genetic algorithm (AMGA) for finding the 
position of deployed sensor node.  Further this paper is 
organized as follows: Section 3 presents the preliminaries 
terms and problem statement, Section 4 presents the 
proposed framework and its important findings. The 
simulation environments, performance parameter and the 
results of our proposed framework is presented in section 5. 
Finally the conclusion is presented in section 6. 
 
3. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM 
STATEMENT 
 
3.1 Probabilistic Sensing Model 
Sensing is an essential operation in any WSN. There are 
several types of sensing model was proposed by 
researchers already, some of them are binary (disk) and 
probabilistic sensor detection model [19]. The binary 
detection model is simple and divides the sensing field as 
set of grids each with some points. However, it assumes 
perfect coverage which is an unrealistic assumption. To set 
up a more accurate detection model, probabilistic sensing 
detection model was proposed using environment actually 
state [20]. Figure 1 shows the sensing field of an omni 
directional sensor node Si. Assume that Si has sensing 
radius Rs. Then Re (Re< Rs) is an uncertainty measure in 
sensing range. All scope is divided into three parts, such as 
un-sensing range, uncertain sensing range, and certain 
sensing range. 
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Figure. 1. The sensing field of senor node Si with sensing coverage probability . 

 
The point P in a sensing field covered by sensor node Si, 
the sensing coverage probability CP(Si) is denoted as the 
detection probability of sensor Si on point P as shown in 
Figure 1. However, in a probabilistic sensing detection 

model, there is a jump transition of detection probability. An 
improved probability model ensuring a continuous 
probability CP(Si) is given as [20] 
 

 

 
where d(Si,P) is the Euclidean distance between Si and P, ά1, β1, and β2 are parameters measuring detection probability, 
β1=Re−Rs+d(Si,P) and β2=Re+Rs−d(Si,P). 
 
3.2 Coverage rate 
The coverage rate is defined as the area covered by sensor 
nodes in a region. To estimate the coverage rate need to 
find the coverage of each sensor. At first, consider two 

sensors Si and Sj in sensor field, the probability for covering 
the point P by the sensor Si and Sj is denoted as CP (Si, Sj) 
and can be expressed as [2] 
 

   CP (Si, Sj)=(1-(1− CP(Si))(1 –CP(Sj))                         (2) 
 

For N number of sensors, the sensor set is defined as, 

                             (3) 
The sensing coverage probability of set of N sensors can be obtained by 

                              (4) 
If the monitoring area is divided into set of grids, the total coverage area is calculated as, 

                                                (5) 
Where GP is the number of grid points in monitoring field, and Ap is calculated as 
 

                                           (6) 
 
Where θ is the threshold of the coverage probability and it is defined as 0≤θ≤1.  
 
Finally the coverage rate is defined as the ratio between the coverage area and the Area of Monitoring Region(AMR) denoted as, 
 
 

𝐶𝑅 =                                                                                         (7) 

where AMR is the area of monitoring region.  
 
.
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3 Virtual Force algorithm: 
All of the virtual physics algorithms for redeployment 
problem in WSNs are similar to the structure of virtual force, 
which include the ideas of potential field with circle packing 
that models each sensor node as a particle in the potential 
field. And the potential field exerts forces on the nodes in its 
field. For a couple of neighbor nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗, the potential 
function 𝑉𝑖𝑗 could be built. And the virtual force is shown as 
follows: 
 

                                     
    (8) 

Nodes move towards the target area by the virtual forces. 
The force can be attractive force or repulsive force. 
Generally, there is an ideal distance 𝐷th. If the distance 
between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is less than 𝐷th, repulsive force will 
act on nodes. Similarly, attractive force will act on nodes if 
the distance is larger than the ideal distance. The repulsive 
force is to insure the sensors are sparse enough without too 
much redundant area and the attractive force is to 
guarantee the coverage without coverage holes. The 
control law for nodes is described in 

  
   (9) 

 
where ẍ𝑖 is the acceleration of the node, ẋ𝑖 is the velocity of 
the node, 𝑘 𝑑 is damping coefficient, and 𝐺𝑖 is the neighbors 
of node 𝑖. 
 
In traditional VFA, the virtual force is defined as follows: 

             
   (10) 

where 𝜔𝐴 is the virtual force attractive coefficient, 𝜔𝑅 is the 
virtual force repulsive coefficient, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the Euclidean 
distance between node 𝑖 and node 𝑗, and u𝑖𝑗 is the unit 
vector from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗.Nodes move to new positions 
according to (9). The total force 𝐹𝑖 exerted on node 𝑖 can be 
described as follows 

                                                                    
(11) 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  An example of virtual forces with four sensors. 
 

The force F1 on S1 is given by F1 =F12 +F13 + F14. If we 
assume that d12 > Dth, d13 <Dth, and d14 = Dth, s2 exerts an 
attractive force on s1, s3 exerts a repulsive force on s1 and 
s4 exerts no force on s1. 
 
3.4 Localization 
Adhoc Positioning System is one of the earliest methods 
developed for localization [14]. APS is a distributed protocol 
that uses triangulation and requires reasonable 
computation, memory, and control message overhead. 
Each normal sensor tries to find out its distance to the 
anchor nodes. If the distance to the three anchor node is 
obtained, then the sensor node can compute its own 
position using triangulation. In reality three methods are 
used to find the location based on distance: 1.DV-hop, 
2.DV-distance, and 3.Euclidean distance. Among these, the 

first two models, DV-hop and DV-distance receive more 
concentration. Both DV-hop and DV-distance calculates 
distance in a hop-by-hop manner. To calculate the distance, 
each sensor is monitoring region is required to send a short 
control messages to its immediate neighbors only. In DV-
distance, an anchor node ‘A’ starts localization process by 
sending a broadcast message that contains its identity and 
its geographical location to all nodes in the its 
communication range. Neighbor nodes of anchor node ‘A’ 
can determine its physical distance to A by using the signal 
strength of the message. Each neighbor then broadcasts a 
message indicating its id and its distance from anchor node 
‘A’. The node that receives this message will determine its 
distance to anchor A by adding its distance to its neighbor 
and the distance of its neighbor to A, which is carried in the 
message. Subsequently, every node in the network can 
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calculate its distance to A. DV-hop method works in a 
similar manner as that of DV-distance except the 
calculation of physical distance.  Physical distance is 
calculated as average distance per hop between anchor 
nodes. Theoretically, a node requires only distance and 
position information of three anchor nodes to perform 
triangulation. When there are more than three anchor 
nodes, a normal node can use the information of all the 
nodes to calculate its location. APS does not study this 
issue in detail. The proposed approach selects the best 
three anchors in order to calculate its own position. 

 
3.5 Problem Statement: 
The main objective of deployment algorithms is to cover the 
entire sensing filed with the minimum number of sensor with 
the guaranteed coverage rate.  The key essence of virtual 
force algorithm is the Dth (The threshold distance between 2 
sensors in the monitoring area). Depending on the relation 
between the Dth and dij the sensor i and j   attract or repulse 
each other. To trade off between the number of sensors 
and coverage new algorithm for finding the threshold value. 
The residual energy is the major parameter in the network 
life time. The proposed methodology uses the node density 
and remaining energy of the node to find the new location 
of the node.  An efficient target tracking algorithm should 

report the accurate location of the target to the sink. Finally 
the efficient design framework is proposed which describes 
the step by step actions which are carried out while 
deploying WSN for target tracking. 

 
4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
 
4.1 Overview of framework: 
In this work, we proposed the efficient target tracking 
framework with hybrid node deployment using Adaptive 
Virtual Force algorithm (AVFA) and node localization using 
evolutionary approach, namely adaptive micro-genetic 
algorithm (AMGA).  During node deployment, the static 
nodes are deployed randomly, the area coverage and 
coverage hole are calculated, if coverage hole exits then 
the mobile are deployed for patching the coverage hole 
using AVFA. The node localization algorithm can be 
integrated as into some existing localization techniques 
such as the Ad-hoc Positioning System (APS) to further 
improve their accuracy of position estimation. Figure 3 
represents the overall operation of the proposed framework. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.  Operation of proposed Framework 

 
4.2 Proposed Adaptive Virtual Force Algorithm 
The value of threshold distance Dth plays the important role 
in the performance of node deployment and it should also 
meet the application required coverage and connectivity. If 
the sensor are not overlapped ie Dth=2×rs then the 
monitoring area is not fully covered so the deployment to 
needs some proposition on redundancy. The overlapped 
deployment requires additional sensor nodes. As we stated 
before, the node density of a hybrid network is the sum of 
static and mobile node density ( N = Ns +Nm). The lower 
bound node density for hybrid WSNs is the case where all 
sensors are mobile. This is due to the fact that mobile 
sensors can deploy themselves in an equivalent way to an 
optimal deployment given that there is a mobility algorithm 
to do so. Hence, the lower bound node density is identical 

to the node density of the optimal deployment. The upper 
bound node density for a hybrid WSNs is the case where all 
sensors are static. By comparing the lower and upper 
bound density, we can see the impact of mobile sensors 
with respect to coverage performance. It is due to the fact 
that the existence of one mobile sensor in the network can 
heal uncovered “holes in the network” which can be 
acquired by more than one static sensor that are deployed 
randomly. We can compute two parameters of n, ns, and 
nm if one out of these parameters and the deployment 
region A is known a priori. The figure 4 gives the pseudo 
code for hybrid node deployment algorithm.  
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Figure .4 Procedure hybrid node deployment algorithm 

 
The AVFA algorithm modifies the original VF algorithm by 
including the parameter called Nni which is number of 
neighbor nodes for the node i. The performance of network 
fully depends on the connectivity among the node which 
can be defined as Average neighbor density (AND). AND 
can be calculated using 4.1 

 
  𝜇 = (∑ (N ) )/N    

   (12) 
 

where Nni is the number of neighbors of ith sensor. 
Moreover, a connectivity uniformity can be expressed in SD 
as  

𝑆𝐷 =  (∑ (N −  μ)  )/N                                       
(13) 

 
 The SD is the standard deviation of node local densities 
with expected local density. The Average neighbor density 
is an index of network connectivity. After deploying the 
mobile node randomly the random node calculated the 
force applied on the node by other node in the virtual 
solution space using the following equation (14) and the 
new position is calculated using (15). The consistent 
distribution of nodes is a main panorama for high coverage 
rate and the number of neighbors of nodes of a sensor 
node is denoted as node density. Then the repulsive effect 
can be enhanced by combining the node local-density to 
VFA,  when node density is higher than expected density μ 

in equation (13). Thus, the Adaptive virtual force 𝐹 can be 
calculated by  

𝐹 = ∑ 𝐹,                      (14) 

where 𝐹 can be obtained by  by combining the neighbor 
information in VFA.  The force exerted on node Si by node 
Sj is obtained as 

𝐹 =

𝑁𝑛𝑖

𝜇
× 𝐹   , 𝑁𝑛𝑖 ≥  𝜇

𝐹                , 𝑁𝑛𝑖 <  𝜇
                                                    

(15) 
 

where 𝐹  is the force exerted on node Si by node Sj with 
original VF with threshold Dth=2.1. After calculating new 
location nodes calculated again the optimal location based 
on new set of parameters in next location 
 
3.3 Proposed Node Localization algorithm 
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are local search algorithm 
which has the capability to efficiently solving complex 
optimization problems[21]. EA can solve the constrained or 
unconstrained optimization problems and has the ability to 
handle the input size with ≥ 500 variables or complicated 
optimization problems. The total computational costs of EA 
can be significantly reduced by focusing on a reasonably 
small population of chromosomes. In this paper, we 
consider an adaptive micro-genetic algorithm (AMGA) 
based on above constraint and have a small population size 
(usually < 50) to solve the localization problems in wireless 
sensor networks. A chromosome is consisting of location 
information. First step in AMGA is a parallel local search in 
different parts of the search space. AMGA maintains a 
population of chromosomes for iterative improvements over 
the successive generations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure .5  pseudo-code of AMGA 
 
Figure 5 shows the pseudo-code of our AMGA for 
improving the accuracy in localization bt position refinement 
in any localization method. AMGA initially sets up a small 

population with the given the population size P, the mating 
pool size of M and with evaluation function fitness (). In 
each generation, AMGA selects the best M chromosomes 

AMGA(P,M, fitness()) 
      initialize a small Population of P chromosomes 
      repeat 
               select the best M chromosomes € Population 
              Population := Φ 
          repeat 

produce {offspring} by descend-based genetic operator 
Population := Population Ư {offspring} 

          until (sizeof(Population) = P) 
until (Population is converged or resource limit is exceeded) 

1. Calculate the Number of static and mobile sensor required for the given area using (15) 
a) Initialize sensing radius Rs, communication radius Rc, the size of the network M, the number of static sensors 

Ns   and the number of mobile sensors Nm. 
b) Divides the monitoring area in to set of identical girds with each side of grid= √2R 2⁄ .  The grids are not 

transparent to nodes deployed in it. 
2. Deploy the nodes randomly in the monitoring area 
3. Calulate the coverage rate of the sensors 

a) Sink broadcast the INIT Message. 
b) All nodes send their location to sink through INIT_REPLY. 
c) Sink obtains the coverage map using equation (5) of randomly deployed static sensors. 

4. Calculate the coverage hole in the monitoring area based on coverage rate  
a) Find the uncovered points  
b) Calculate size of all the holes and find the mobile sensor optimal to patch the hole 

5. Apply adaptive virtual force algorithm on mobile nodes in order to batch the hole 
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according to fitness() from the current population to 
construct the mating pool in which some genetic operators 
such as mutation or crossover are applied to produce 
offspring to form the next generation. This  process is 
repeated until all the chromosomes have converged to the 
same local minima, or some predetermined resource limit is 
exceeded. A resource limit is usually defined in terms of 
CPU time or the maximum number of generations allowed. 
After all, our AMGA for localization aims at minimizing the 
best value returned by the objective function (fitness ()) 
formally defined as follows. 

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = ∑ (𝑥 − 𝑥 ) +

(𝑦 − 𝑦 ) − 𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡                                               (16) 

 where (x1,y1) represents the current position estimate, (xi, 
yi) is the absolute position of the anchor node i with i = 0, 1, 
2 for the 3 nearest anchors, and pdisti is the relative path 
distance measure of anchor node i with respect to the 
current position estimate. Clearly, the fitness() function 
gives the mean square error of the current position estimate 
(x1, y1) with respect to the positions of the 3 nearest anchor 
nodes and their relative path distance measures. The two 
descend-based genetic operators for our AMGA are 
described as below. Adaptive Micro Mutation Operation: for 
each chromosome in the current population, the operator 
will invoke the random() function for generating a random  
probability pr . pr  is ranging from 0 . . . 1. If (pr > 0.5), the 
mutation operator will generate a random point (xr, yr) in a 
straight line  and it is formed by the combining the current 
position estimate (x1,y1) and the previous position estimate 
(x1 old ,y1 old). In case the newly generated mutate point (xr, 
yr) produces a descend in the objective value returned by 
fitness () when compared to that of the current estimate 
(x1,y1), (xr, yr) will replace the current position estimate 
(x1,y1) as the new chromosome; otherwise, the current 
chromosome will remain unchanged. Essentially, the 
adaptive micro mutation operation will have significant 
improvement in each position estimate as denoted by each 

chromosome in the small population of our AMGA over 
successive generations. Adaptive Micro crossover 
Operation: Initially the whole populations of chromosomes 
are sorted in descending order of their objective values. 
The crossover operator looks for enhancement between 
any pair of chromosomes sequentially pull out from the 
sorted list of chromosomes. In this regard, even value of P 
can achieve better result.  In case if it is odd, the last pair 
can simply be formed from the last and first chromosomes 
of the sorted list. For each pair of chromosome (Ci,Ci + 1) of 
chromosomes, when the probability value p as returned by 
random() is > 0.5, the crossover operator will proceed to 
consider the mid-point as the crossover point of their 
position estimates. Similar to the mutation operator, in case 
there is any decrease in the objective value of this 
crossover point when compared to that of the worse 
chromosome (Ci + 1) in the pair, the chromosome (Ci + 1) will 
be replaced by the new crossover point; otherwise, no 
operation is performed. The crossover operator will also be 
applied to the whole population over successive 
generations of our AMGA.  
 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The simulations for the proposed framework were 
performed and it is presented in this session. In the 
simulation environment, it was assumed that the sensor 
nodes were randomly deployed in 100m × 100m with the 
monitoring field. Rs and Rc are sent to as 7 meters and 14 
meters respectively. Figure 6 shows sample the scenario of 
randomly deployed sensors. The table 1 presents the 
coverage rate obtained by static sensors on the average of 
25 runs. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 Random Deployment of Static Node 
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Table 1.  Obtained coverage of static node 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 shows the random deployment of 100 static sensor 
nodes in a 100, 100 monitoring area. From the figure it is 
observed that there are many uncovered area in the 
network, which is called coverage hole. The Table1 shows 

the coverage rate obtained from the initial deployment. For 
the 100 nodes, it produces only 72% of coverage. The 
remaining 28% has to be covered with the mobile nodes. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
                    Figure 7. Energy utilized to heal the coverage hole                                     Figure 8. Convergence of Node Deployment Algorithm 

 
The Figure 7 shows the amount of energy utilized by the 
mobile node to get the 100% coverage in the scenario 
described in figure 6. Our proposed adaptive virtual force 
algorithem makes the less movement and utilize less 
energy of the mobile node. Figure 8 shows the 
convergence of the virtual force algorithm and proposed 

algorithm. The proposed algorithm converge 15% faster 
than the virtual algorithm. Next the performance of the 
proposed AMGA is presented Figure 9 shows the 
localization Error. It can be defined as the difference 
between the actual location of the sensor and the 
calculated location and it is defined in equation (17). 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = ∑ 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) / 𝑛                   (17) 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Localization Error 

S.No No. of static nodes CR for Rs=7m 
No. of additional sensor 

needed 

1.  100 96 130 

2.  120 104 116 

3.  140 116 92 

4.  160 130 80 

5.  180 138 68 

6.  200 144 54 
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Figure 10. Convergence of Localization Algorithm 
 
The Figure 9 Accuracy of location calculation of the 
proposed AMGA algorithm, which have less than 1% of 
location error. Figure 10 shows the convergence of the 
proposed algorithm compared with the pure GA algorithm. 
The result shows that the AMGA requires less number of 

execution steps, which efficiently utilize the limited 
processing of the sensor node.  The ultimate aim of any 
WSN research is to improve the network lifetime. The figure 
11 shows the improved in lifetime due to the proposed 
AVFA algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Network Lifetime  
 

6. CONCUSION 
Wireless sensor networks are widely applicable to many 
practical applications in which sensor nodes should be 
placed to cover the entire area and may need to know their 
geographical locations.  This paper presents two 
algorithms, one for effective node deployment and another 
for effective calculation node location. The proposed 
framework calculates the required amount of additional 
mobile sensors needed to heal the hole and the proposed 
adaptive virtual force algorithm converge 15% faster than 
the existing algorithm. The proposed micro-genetic 
algorithm (MGA) for localization achieves global 
optimization. By combining with our existing paper work, the 
framework was proposed in this paper. The framework 
improves the lifetime of network by 18% as compared to 
random deployment. Our future work focuses on driving the  

 
relation between number of static and mobile sensors so 
that they can be deployed at the same time and apply the 
adaptive virtual force algorithm to get the 100% coverage. 
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